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Under certain conditions, the human observer can ex-
tract three-dimensional (3-D) information on the basis of
a gradient of velocities projected onto the retina. Any
changing retinal projection, however, can be the product
of infinitely many combinations of different 3-D struc-
tures and motions. To obtain a unique 3-D interpretation
of a changing retinal projection, it is necessary to make
assumptions about the properties of the distal objects 
or about their motions. Several assumptions have been
proposed—notably, the rigidity assumption (Ullman,
1979), smoothness of the flow field (Hildreth, 1984),
fixed-axis motion (Hoffman & Bennett, 1986), and rota-
tion at a constant angular velocity (Hoffman & Bennett,
1985), among others. 

In the present paper, we evaluate whether the visual
system’s performance is consistent with a mathematically
correct analysis of the stimulus information, in a situation
relevant for one of the constraints proposed by the com-
putational approach to the structure-from-motion (SFM)
problem: the assumption of rotation at a constant angular
velocity (Hoffman & Bennett, 1985). If this assumption is
being used by the human visual system within a mathe-
matically correct analysis of the stimulus information, then
a rigid object rotating with a constant angular velocity

should be perceived by observers as doing precisely that—
rotating with a constant angular velocity. However, if the
visual system is not able to do a mathematically correct
analysis of the stimulus, a rigid object rotating with a vari-
able angular velocity might be perceived as being a differ-
ent rigid object yet rotating with a constant angular veloc-
ity, if the display is compatible with such an interpretation.

This possibility of mistaking a variable angular veloc-
ity for a constant one has been hypothesized by Domini,
Caudek, and Proffitt (1997), who proposed a heuristic
model predicting systematic misperceptions in the per-
ceptual derivation of angular velocity from the optic flow.
According to this model, the perception of 3-D angular
velocity should be neither veridical (as would follow from
a mathematically correct analysis of the stimulus infor-
mation) nor biased toward being constant for an object (a
possibility discussed by Liter, Braunstein, & Hoffman,
1993). Instead, perceived 3-D angular velocity should be
heuristically derived from the first-order optic flow. Do-
mini et al. proposed that perceived angular velocity is a
monotonically increasing function of the deformation
(def ), one of the four components into which the optic
flow can be uniquely decomposed (the others being trans-
lation, rotation, and isotropic expansion or contraction;
see Koenderink & van Doorn 1975, 1976). From this hy-
pothesis, it follows that def, rather than simulated angu-
lar velocity, should be the primary determinant of per-
ceived 3-D angular velocity: If def is kept constant, then
a constant 3-D angular velocity should be perceived; if
the def variation in the optic flow is great enough, then a
varying angular velocity should be perceived, regardless
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of the simulated 3-D angular velocity. Even though sev-
eral sources of information have been found to influence
perceived 3-D angular velocity (2-D velocity magnitude,
Kaiser & Calderone, 1991; edge transition rate, Kaiser &
Calderone, 1991; visual texture, Norman & Todd, 1994;
object size, Kaiser, 1990; deformation of contours, Cortese
& Andersen, 1991, and Norman & Todd, 1994), the pur-
pose of the present paper was to study the perceptual ef-
fect of the def component of the velocity field in stimu-
lus displays in which all the other sources of information
have been controlled.

HEURISTIC DERIVATION OF 3-D
ANGULAR VELOCITY FROM THE

FIRST-ORDER OPTIC FLOW

For the purposes of the present discussion, the rele-
vant properties of def can be discussed with reference to
a planar patch. The orientation of a planar patch in 3-D
space can be described in terms of its slant, σ (the tan-
gent of the angle between the line of sight or z-axis and

the normal to the patch), and its tilt, τ (the angle between
the projection of the normal to the patch onto the x–y
plane and the horizontal or x-axis). The generic angular
velocity can be decomposed into two components (see
Figure 1): one parallel (ω) and one orthogonal (ρ) to the
image plane. The global angular velocity, Ω, therefore,
can be expressed as

(1)

It can be shown that the def component of the optic
flow is equal to the product of the slant of the patch, σ,
and the component of angular velocity, ω, parallel to the
image plane (see Domini et al., 1997): 

def = σω. (2)

Figure 1 illustrates the relation between def and the σ
and ωcomponents of the global velocity vector (see also
Koenderink, 1986). The bottom panel shows a linear ve-
locity field produced by the orthographic projection of a
planar patch rotating about a generic axis. In this figure,
the global velocity field has been decomposed into two

Ω = 2ω ρ+ 2 .

Figure 1. Decomposition of the 3-D angular velocity vector Ω into a compo-
nent ω in the (x, y) plane and a component ρ along the z-axis. In the bottom
right panel is represented the velocity field produced by the generic rotation Ω.
In the left and right panels are represented the velocity fields produced by the
rotation components ρ and ω, respectively. 
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components: the component representing the magnitude
of rotation about an axis orthogonal to the image plane
(ρ) (top right panel), and the component representing the
magnitude of rotation about an axis parallel to the image
plane (ω) (top left panel). A rotation about an axis or-
thogonal to the image plane produces 2-D rigid motion,
whereas a rotation about an axis parallel to the image plane
produces 2-D nonrigid motion (and parallel trajectories). 

We can distinguish between rigid and nonrigid 2-D
motion by considering the vectors depicted in the figure.
Even though these vectors represent instantaneous ve-
locities, they can be thought of as 2-D displacements as-
sociated with a small 3-D rotation. If the projected 2-D
distance between any two points of the planar surface re-
mains constant during the rotation, then the 2-D motion
is rigid. Conversely, if this distance changes, then the 2-D
motion is nonrigid. With this definition, we can think of
def as a measure of the amount of 2-D nonrigidity pro-
duced by the orthographic projection of a 3-D rigid mo-
tion. As can be seen in Figure 1, def is unaffected by the

magnitude of the angular velocity component ρ, whereas
it increases with increasing ω.

The relationship between def and slant is illustrated in
Figure 2, which shows the velocity field produced by the
orthographic projection of a planar surface rigidly rotating
about the vertical axis. At the beginning of a rotation of
80º, the surface is slanted 20º about the x-axis (top
panel). (Note that the velocities of points closer to the ver-
tical rotation axis, at the top, are slower than those farther
from the rotation axis.) During the rotation, the slant of the
surface increases. If the angular velocity is constant, then
the increase of slant produces an increase of def (see Equa-
tion 2). In Figure 2, the increase of def is revealed by the
larger magnitude of 2-D nonrigidity at the end of the ro-
tation (bottom panel) relative to the magnitude of 2-D non-
rigidity at the beginning of the rotation.

It is important to realize, however, that def does not
uniquely specify the two parameters by which it is defined
(i.e., the slant, σ, and the rotational component parallel
to the image plane, ω). The same def, in fact, is compati-
ble with a one-parameter family of solutions for σ and ω,
which can be represented by the loci of points of the hy-
perbola described by Equation 2. 

Since there is no evidence that the perceptual system
uses the second-order temporal derivatives of the optic
flow (Todd, Akerstrom, Reichel, & Hayes, 1988; Todd &
Bressan, 1990; Todd & Norman, 1991; see also Domini
et al., 1997, and Liter, Braunstein, & Hoffman, 1994) that
are necessary to uniquely recover the projected ω, we hy-
pothesize that the perceived component of angular veloc-
ity parallel to the image plane (ω′ ) is chosen heuristically
as a monotonically increasing function of def (see Domini,
Caudek, & Gerbino, 1995; Domini et al., 1997):

ω′ = f1(def ). (3)

The component of angular rotation about the line of sight
(ρ) can be correctly derived from the first-order properties
of the optic flow (Hoffman, 1982). Therefore, we hypoth-
esize that the perceived component of angular velocity
orthogonal to the image plane, ρ′, is at least an increasing
function of the simulated component: 

ρ′ = f2(ρ). (4)

Finally, we hypothesize that the perceived global angu-
lar velocity is derived by combining the perceived com-
ponents ρ′ and ω′ as follows:

(5)

For three points, def can be computed from the 2-D
coordinates of the orthogonal projection of the points
and their instantaneous 2-D velocities (see Domini et al.,
1997). For more than three points not lying on a planar
surface, the def values for all triplets of points form a dis-
tribution. The mean def value can be very sensitive to ex-
treme values; the median value is more representative of
the central tendency of the def values. If we hypothesize
that the median def value is used, then the model described
by Equation 5 both accounts for findings on the percep-

′ +Ω = f def f1
2

2
2( ) ( ) .ρ

Figure 2. Velocity fields produced by the rigid rotation of a pla-
nar patch about the vertical axis. Top panel: The velocity field
generated by a constant 3-D angular velocity and a slant of 20º.
Bottom panel: The velocity field generated by a constant 3-D an-
gular velocity and a slant of 80º. 
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tion of 3-D angular velocity discussed below and makes
several predictions that were explicitly tested in the ex-
periments presented in this paper.

Previous researchers have found that perceived angular
velocity is very close to the simulated angular velocity.
Kaiser (1990) investigated the perception of 3-D angular
velocity by considering the discrimination thresholds for
the angular velocities of two simultaneously viewed solid
cubes and other shapes. Kaiser found that observers were
able to discriminate angular velocities with a competence
near that for linear velocities (McKee, 1981) but that per-
ceived velocity was biased by the number of faces revealed
during rotation and by object size (i.e., smaller objects had
to rotate faster than larger objects to rotate with percep-
tually the same velocity, and the same was true for objects
with a smaller number of faces). Kaiser and Calderone
(1991) extended these findings by considering rotating
simulated spheres defined by either random or regularly
spaced texture elements on their surfaces. Again, they
found that “the motion parameter accounting for most of
the variance in observers’ judgments is the true angular
velocity, ω. Whereas extraneous spatiotemporal charac-
teristics of the stimuli shift PSEs [points of subjective
equality], these shifts are relatively minor” (p. 433).

Further results supporting the hypothesis that perceived
angular velocities are a function of the simulated angular
velocities are provided by Petersik (1991). In three exper-
iments, the subjects compared the angular velocities of
two rotating spheres of random dots. The results agreed
with the results of Kaiser and Calderone (1991): The PSEs
were close to the objective equality. Furthermore, the PSEs
obtained from the direct estimates (judgments of the
amount of angular rotation) of the 3-D angular velocities
of the spheres agreed with the PSEs from the indirect esti-
mates (comparing the angular velocity of two simultane-
ously viewed rotating spheres). In a third experiment, Pe-
tersik varied the sphere diameter and showed that, although
rotation judgments are biased by mean linear velocity,
they are not likely to be made solely on the basis of that
information. In summary, the psychophysical data pro-
vided by these studies indicate a good sensitivity to the
higher order parameter defined by 3-D angular velocity.

Two principal findings summarize the data of Kaiser
and Calderone (1991) and Petersik (1991): First, the an-
gular velocities of two rotating spheres are correctly
matched by the subjects, almost independently of the sizes
of the spheres. Since the sizes are correlated with the 2-D
velocities, it seems that the subjects’ judgments are not
influenced by the 2-D velocities. Second, the direct esti-
mation of the angular velocity of a rotating sphere is a mo-
notonically increasing function of the simulated angular
velocity.

Both of these results can be accounted for by the model
described by Equation 5. The median of the def values
for each triplet of feature points produced by clouds of
dots contained within spheres having different diameters
and the same angular velocity is the same. In fact, chang-
ing the size of a 3-D object isotropically leaves the slants
of all the triplets of feature points unchanged. Thus, in-

creasing a sphere’s radius and keeping 3-D angular veloc-
ity constant have no effect on the median def, and 3-D
angular velocity derived by Equation 5 is not affected by
such a manipulation. This is true whether the object’s optic
flow results from a perspective or an orthographic projec-
tion (see the Appendix). On the other hand, increasing the
simulated 3-D angular velocity of such spheres increases
the median def, since it leaves the median slants of all the
triplets of feature points unchanged but increases the
component of angular velocity parallel to the image plane
(see Equation 2). Thus, unless the axis of rotation is
changed to decrease the component of angular velocity
along the line of sight ρ, according to Equation 5, increas-
ing the simulated 3-D angular velocity must increase the
perceived 3-D angular velocity for these spheres.

There are two predictions of Equation 5 for perceived
3-D angular velocity Ω′, which we directly tested in the
following experiments. First, if angular velocity Ω and
the component in the image plane ωare constant, but slant
σ increases or decreases, the perceived angular velocity
should increase or decrease as well. The prediction holds
whether ρ, the component of angular velocity around the
line of sight, is zero or nonzero. As long as ρ is constant,
the predicted ρ′ is also constant, so that increasing def
should increase perceived angular velocity.

Second, if the average slant σ increases or decreases
and it is possible to manipulate angular velocity ω in such
a way that the product of the two is constant, and ρ is con-
stant, then perceived 3-D angular velocity should also be
constant. Thus, we can predict a dissociation between
simulated and perceived angular velocity: Under certain
conditions, observers will see a simulated constant angu-
lar velocity as varying and, under other conditions, a sim-
ulated varying angular velocity as constant. 

In the first experiment, we tested the effect of varying
deformation on the perceived angular velocity of spheres
and ellipsoids rotating about axes in the image plane (i.e.,
where ρ is zero). In the second experiment, def and an-
gular velocity were manipulated independently on planes
rotating about axes in the image plane. In the third exper-
iment, the axes of rotation were no longer in the image
plane, and the ratios of maximum to minimum def and
maximum to minimum angular velocity were controlled.

EXPERIMENT 1

In the previous research discussed above, the shapes
used to study the perceived 3-D angular velocity were
spheres (Kaiser & Calderone, 1991; Petersik, 1991). Dots
in a spherical volume define an isotropic structure, since
the points are spread with the same probability in all di-
rections. On the other hand, dots in the volume of an el-
lipsoid define an anisotropic structure, since the dots are
spread with greater probability in the direction of the
major axis. For points in a spherical volume, the median
def is fairly constant over 180º of rotation at a constant
angular velocity. If the original dots are placed isotropi-
cally over the volume, subsequent rotations do not change
the average slant calculated over all the triplets of dots;
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thus, the median def value is not greatly affected by the
rotation (see Equation 2). This is not true for objects with
anisotropic dots distributions; the distribution of slant
values calculated over all triplets of dots is affected by
the orientation of the object relative to the line of sight.
Therefore, the median def will vary with the amount of
rotation for an object with a finite number of axes of sym-
metry under a generic rotation, as shown for the sphere
and ellipsoid in Figure 3. 

By using a spherical or ellipsoidal volume in this ex-
periment, we could show observers displays with varying
or close to constant median def values. If the observers’
perceptions of angular velocity were affected by the me-
dian def as hypothesized, the ellipsoidal volumes were
expected to be seen as varying in angular velocity more
often than the spherical volumes.

Beyond this, we could control the variation of the me-
dian def value by accelerating and decelerating the objects
during different portions of their rotations. An ellipsoid
with a variable angular velocity need not have the large
variation in median def that it has under a constant angu-
lar velocity. The simulated angular velocity can vary by
a fixed amount while having the effect either of increas-
ing or decreasing the median def value, depending on the
phase of acceleration during the rotational cycle. When
rotating at a constant angular velocity about a vertical axis
in the image plane, the ellipsoid’s median def values are
at a maximum when its major axis is oriented along the
line of sight and are at a minimum when the major axis is
oriented orthogonally to the line of sight (see Figure 4).

If the ellipsoid is decelerated when its major axis is ori-
ented along the line of sight (where the def values are at
a maximum), then the def values will be decreased. Sim-
ilarly, if it is accelerated when its major axis is orthogonal
to the line of sight, the def values there will be increased.
Over the entire rotation, the range of def variation will be
reduced relative to the range of def variation in a constant
angular rotation. Similarly, if the ellipsoid is accelerated
when the major axis is parallel to the line of sight and de-
celerated 90º later, the def variation is increased relative
to that of a constant angular velocity.

If the simulated 3-D angular velocity is the primary
influence on perceived angular velocity, then given the
same amount of variation in the simulated angular veloc-
ity, the probability of perceiving a variable angular ve-
locity should not be affected by the particular phase of
the cycle in which the variation occurs. If the median def
is the primary influence, however, then we would expect
that accelerating the object in phase to increase the range
of median def would increase reports of varying angular
velocity. Similarly, accelerating the object in phase to de-
crease the range of median def would decrease reports of
varying angular velocity. 

In a pilot experiment, we studied the effect of def on the
ability to distinguish constant and variable angular veloc-
ity. We simulated a random-dot ellipsoid rotating at either
a constant or a variable angular velocity Ω. The constant
angular velocity produced a def variation in each stimulus
display as indicated in Figure 3. The varying angular ve-
locity was computed to produce a constant def for each
stimulus display. In these conditions, if the main determi-
nant of the perceived angular velocity Ω′ were the simu-

Figure 3. Median def values for all the triplets of 20 dots ran-
domly distributed in a spherical volume and for all the triplets of
20 dots randomly distributed in an ellipsoidal volume, as a func-
tion of 3-D angular rotation. The ratios of the three axes of the el-
lipsoid to the diameter of the sphere are 3:1, 0.1:1, and 1:1. The
ellipsoid was originally positioned with the 3:1 axis along the z-
axis (0º of rotation), the 0.1:1 axis along the x-axis, and the 1:1
axis along the y-axis. In every frame transition, the two shapes
rotated 1º about the y-axis. The figure indicates that, unlike the
median def of the ellipsoid, the median def of the sphere is
roughly constant from frame to frame.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of an ellipsoidal volume in
two moments of its rotation. The median def produced by the dots
contained within the volume of the ellipsoid is at its maximum
when the major axis of the ellipsoid is parallel to the line of sight
(z-axis) and is at its minimum when its major axis is parallel to
the x-axis.
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lated angular velocity, then the judgments should be cor-
rect; if the main determinant of the perceived angular ve-
locity were def, then the judgments should not be correct.
The results of this pilot experiment provided no evidence
that def influenced perceived angular velocity, since, in
general, the judgments of the observers were correct. 

This failure of def to influence the judgments of per-
ceived angular velocity was probably due to the defor-
mation of the projected contours of the ellipsoid. This
interpretation is supported by the data of Cortese and An-
dersen (1991), who found that the information provided
by the deforming silhouettes of rotating objects is suffi-
cient for the perceptual derivation of angular velocity. In
our stimuli, then, the deformation of the 2-D contours
could have overridden the effect of def. 

In this first experiment, we wanted to see if def could
be made more salient than in the pilot experiment, to in-
fluence the judgments of perceived 3-D angular velocity
even when the stimuli provided enough information for
veridical judgments (i.e., contour deformation and tex-
ture gradients). In this experiment, we simulated random-
dot ellipsoids and spheres rotating with either a constant
or a varying angular velocity. There were two conditions
with varying angular velocity for the ellipsoids. In one
condition, the simulated angular velocity was acceler-
ated so as to increase the range of median def relative to
the constant angular velocity condition by 20% (varying
angular velocity (VAV) Phase 1 condition; see Figure 5).
In the second condition, the simulated angular velocity
was accelerated so as to decrease the range of def relative
to the constant angular velocity condition by 20% (VAV
Phase 2 condition; see Figure 5). We predicted that the
observers would judge the ellipsoid to be rotating with a
varying angular velocity in the VAV Phase 1 condition
more often than in the VAV Phase 2 condition, in accor-
dance with the def model. 

Rotating spheres were shown either rotating at a con-
stant angular velocity or undergoing the same acceleration
and deceleration patterns as the ellipsoids. Since, for a
sphere, the median slant values of every triplet of points
remain constant during rotation, the median def is propor-
tional to the simulated angular velocity (see Equation 2).
Therefore, we predicted that the performance should be
closer to veridical for the sphere than for the ellipsoid. 

Method
Subjects. Thirteen University of Trieste undergraduates partic-

ipated in this experiment. All of them were naive to the purpose of
the experiment. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vi-
sion. They were not paid for their participation.

Apparatus. The stimuli were presented on a high-resolution
color monitor (1,280 � 1,024 addressable locations), under the
control of a Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation. The screen had a re-
fresh rate of 60 Hz and was approximately photometrically lin-
earized. Given the on-line calculations of the display, the actual
frame rate was 58 frames/sec. An anti-aliasing procedure was used:
For point-light locations falling on a pixel boundary, the screen lu-
minance was proportionally adjusted in the relevant addressable lo-
cations. The graphics buffer was 8 bits deep (256 gray levels).

The subjects viewed the displays through a reduction screen that
reduced the field of view to a circular area with a diameter 2º of vi-
sual angle. The eye-to-screen distance was 1.1 m. 

Design. Two variables were studied in this experiment: (1) shape
(sphere vs. ellipsoid) and (2) angular velocity variation (constant
angular velocity [CAV], VAV Phase 1, and VAV Phase 2). All vari-
ables were within subjects. Each subject viewed 10 presentations of
the six conditions in one block, with the order of all trials com-
pletely randomized. Twelve additional trials were presented at the
beginning of each experimental session to familiarize the subjects
with the stimulus displays.

Stimuli. A stimulus display consisted of 20 high-luminance dots
moving on a low-luminance background. The horizontal motions of
the dots simulated an orthographic projection of dots undergoing a
continuous rotation in 3-D (360º) about the (vertical) y-axis. The
dots were randomly distributed within the volume of either a sphere
or an ellipsoid. The diameter of the sphere measured 2º of visual

Figure 5. The 3-D angular velocities over the full rotation in each condition
of Experiment 1. The sphere and ellipsoid underwent the same velocity vari-
ations. For the ellipsoid, the VAV Phase 1 modulation increased the range of
def variation, whereas the VAV Phase 2 modulation decreased it.
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angle. The ratios of the three axes of the ellipsoid to the diameter of
the sphere were 3:1, 1:1, and 0.1:1. At the beginning of the rotation,
the ellipsoid was oriented so that its smallest axis was parallel to the
x-axis of the projection plane (the horizontal axis) and its major axis
coincided with the z-axis (the line of sight). Each stimulus display
was contained within a circular “window” with a diameter equal in
size to the diameter of the sphere.

Both the sphere and the ellipsoid rotated with either a constant or
a variable angular velocity. The range of angular velocity for both
spheres and ellipsoids is shown in Figure 5. All displays simulated
continuous 360º rotation until terminated by the subject’s response
(365 frames were needed to show the full rotation, on average). 

The CAV condition simulated rotation at a constant angular ve-
locity of 1.03 rad/sec. For this condition, def remained approxi-
mately constant in the case of the spheres. On the other hand, def
varied for the ellipsoids as indicated in Figure 3. 

The two other conditions simulated rotation at a variable angular
velocity. The VAV Phase 1 and Phase 2 conditions were created by
manipulating the phase of the acceleration–deceleration cycle for
each stimulus display (see Figure 5). The ranges of simulated an-
gular velocities for both conditions were identical. For the spheres,
the range of variation of def in the VAV Phase 1 condition was iden-
tical to the range of variation of def in the VAV Phase 2 condition.
Def was computed by calculating the median def of all triplets of
points in each pair of successive frames. For the ellipsoids, the VAV
Phase 1 and VAV Phase 2 conditions were created as follows. 

For the VAV Phase 1 condition, when the ellipsoids were oriented
with their major axis parallel to the z-axis, the velocity was in-
creased (see Figure 4). This produced a larger def. When the ellip-
soids were oriented with their major axis orthogonal to the z-axis,
the velocity was decreased, producing a smaller def. This manipu-
lation increased the range of def values in the whole rotation cycle
relative to the CAV condition.

The VAV Phase 2 condition was produced in the opposite fash-
ion. When the ellipsoids were oriented with their major axis paral-
lel to the z-axis, then the velocity was decreased. This produced a
smaller def. When the ellipsoids were oriented with their major axis
orthogonal to the z-axis, the velocity was increased, producing a
larger def. In this way, the range of def values in the whole rotation
cycle was decreased relative to the CAV condition.

For the ellipsoids, in the VAV Phase 1 condition, the range of def
was 20% larger than the range of def in the constant velocity con-

dition. In the VAV Phase 2 condition, the range of def was 20%
smaller than the range of def in the CAV condition. 

Procedure. All subjects were run individually in one session.
The subjects were instructed to judge whether the simulated objects
appeared to rotate in 3-D with a constant angular velocity. In each
trial, the subjects provided their judgments by a keypress. Viewing
was monocular, and head and eye motions were not restricted. The
experimental room was dark during the experiment. No restriction
was placed on viewing time. No feedback was given until after the
experiment was completed. 

Results 
The mean number of times (out of 10 repetitions) that

the subjects reported a varying angular velocity for each
condition is shown in Figure 6. On the average, the sub-
jects were 76% correct, reporting a varying angular ve-
locity in 76% of the trials in which angular velocity var-
ied and reporting a constant angular velocity in 75% of
the trials in which angular velocity was constant. The
mean percent correct for all sphere conditions was 85%
and for the ellipsoids was 68%.

We transformed the frequency of reporting a varying
angular velocity for each condition by an arcsine trans-
formation (Winer, 1971). A 2 (shape: sphere, ellipsoid)
� 3 (angular velocity variation: CAV, VAV Phase 1, VAV
Phase 2) within-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was run on the arcsine-transformed frequency data. Most
importantly, the angular velocity variation condition had
a significant effect and accounted for the most variance
[F(2,14) = 90.89, p � .001, ω2 = .61]. A planned com-
parison between the VAV Phase 1 and VAV Phase 2 con-
ditions on the ellipsoids alone showed that, in the VAV
Phase 1 condition, the tendency to report a varying angu-
lar velocity was significantly higher (87.5%) than in the
VAV Phase 2 condition (45.0%) [F(1,7) = 31.12, p � .001].
On the other hand, for the sphere, a planned comparison
between the VAV Phase 1 and VAV Phase 2 conditions did
not show a significant difference [F(1,7) = 2.98, n.s.].

The interaction between shape and the angular veloc-
ity variation was significant, as can be seen in Figure 6
[F(2,14) = 6.87, p � .01, ω2 = .07]. As expected, the fre-
quency of reporting a varying angular velocity in the VAV
Phase 2 condition was much greater for the sphere dis-
plays than for the ellipsoid displays. As a result, the main
effect of shape was also significant [F(1,7) = 6.01, p �
.05, ω 2 = .03]. The sphere was more frequently reported
as varying in angular velocity (66% on the average) than
was the ellipsoid (53% on the average). Even though we
expected that the frequency of reporting a varying angu-
lar velocity for the ellipsoid should be greater in the CAV
condition than in the VAV Phase 2 condition, a planned
comparison between these conditions did not reveal a sig-
nificant difference [F(1,7) = 2.35, n.s.].

Discussion
The subjects performed quite well on the sphere dis-

plays, missing approximately 22% when the angular ve-
locity was constant and 10% when the angular velocity
was varying. This was as predicted since, for the sphere,

Figure 6. The mean number of trials (out of 10 possible) in
which the observers reported a varying angular velocity in each
condition of Experiment 1. Vertical bars represent one standard
error.
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the variations in def correlated with the variations in 3-D
angular velocity, and ρ was equal to zero. The VAV Phase 1
and Phase 2 displays for the sphere were identical with
respect to the variation in def (except for a phase shift in the
temporal sequence of the stimulus display), and the ten-
dency to report a varying angular velocity was quite sim-
ilar in both conditions.

However, for the ellipsoid, only in the VAV Phase 1 con-
dition was the tendency to report a varying angular ve-
locity quite high. On the other hand, in the VAV Phase 2
condition, only 45% of the displays were seen correctly
(i.e., with the angular velocity varying). Even though the
range of angular velocity variation was the same as in the
VAV Phase 1 condition, accelerating and decelerating in
order to minimize def variation had the predicted effect
of increasing the tendency to perceive a constant angular
velocity. 

When the ellipsoid rotated at a constant angular veloc-
ity, def was not constant, yet the subjects reported a con-
stant angular velocity on approximately 73% of the trials.
It seems that the changing texture density and the (par-
tially available) contour information were able to override
the changing def information and give a percept of a con-
stant angular velocity. In Experiment 2, these characteris-
tics were controlled, in order to further test the heuristic de-
rivation of 3-D angular velocity described by Equation 5. 

EXPERIMENT 2

For the shapes of Experiment 1, the variation in 3-D
angular velocity was accompanied by variations in the
shape of the contour and in the texture density in the dis-
play. By using a planar surface whose edges extend beyond
the visible window and by controlling the density of the
dots on the surface, both contour and density cues can be
controlled. 

The predictions of the heuristic model described by
Equation 5 are that angular velocity will be perceived to
be constant if def and ρ are constant. If ρ is constant and def
varies, the perceived angular velocity should vary. By
using rotation axes that are in the image plane, ρ was set
equal to zero in all conditions in this experiment. Def and
ω, however, were varied independently of each other. Vary-
ing ω in this case is equivalent to varying the surface’s 
3-D angular velocity Ω since the other component, ρ, is
zero. Def was varied during a rotation in two ways: either
by varying ω (if the slant σ was constant) or by varying σ
(if the angular velocity component ω was constant). 

It is possible that the absolute amount of def variation
necessary to affect angular velocity perception is a func-
tion of the average angular velocity present. To determine
any possible effect of the mean angular velocity, we ma-
nipulated the mean 3-D angular velocity of the surface by
decreasing the amount of rotation between frames, while
increasing the number of frames and keeping the frame
rate constant. This kept the total amount of 3-D rotation
constant. 

While the 2-D velocities were not explicitly manipu-
lated as a variable in this experiment, the variation in 2-D

velocity in each condition was also computed. The 2-D ve-
locity tended to have a large variation when the 3-D angu-
lar velocity varied and tended to have a smaller variation
when the 3-D angular velocity was constant. The implica-
tions of this will be discussed below.

Method
Subjects. Eighteen University of Trieste undergraduates partic-

ipated in this experiment. All of them were naive to the purpose of
the experiment, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and vol-
unteered their time.

Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1.
Design. Three variables were studied in this experiment: (1) mean

angular velocity (.044, .029, and .022 rad/sec), (2) 3-D angular ve-
locity variation (constant vs. variable), and (3) def variation (con-
stant vs. variable). All variables were within subjects. Each subject
viewed 10 presentations of the 12 different conditions; the 120 trials
were presented in a random order. Twelve additional trials were pre-
sented at the beginning of each experimental session for practice.

Stimuli. The stimuli were 40 high-luminance dots moving on a
low-luminance background. The motions of the dots simulated an
orthographic projection of a planar surface oscillating in 3-D about
an axis in the projection plane. Each stimulus display was contained
within a circular “window” with a diameter of 2º of visual angle to
prevent changes in the projected contours of the simulated surfaces
from being visible. The dots were randomly distributed with uni-
form probability density over the projection plane. Dot density was
controlled by randomly deleting (or adding) dots to keep the num-
ber of dots constant in each frame of the stimulus display. 

During each oscillation cycle, simulated 3-D angular velocity
and def were kept constant or varied independently. This created four
conditions: constant angular velocity/constant def (denoted Cvel/
Cdef), varying angular velocity/constant def (denoted Vvel /Cdef ),
constant angular velocity/varying def (Cvel /Vdef ), and varying angu-
lar velocity/varying def (Vvel/Vdef ). These were created by changing
the orientation of the plane relative to the axis of rotation across con-
ditions and by varying or maintaining the angular velocity within a
condition. Figure 7 shows the orientation of the planar surfaces rel-
ative to the axis of rotation in each experimental condition. The tilt
of the axis of rotation (and, therefore, of the planar surface) was de-
termined randomly on each trial from 0º to 360º.

The initial slant σ of the surface was always 8 [i.e., tan (82.9º)].
When the axis of rotation is almost perpendicular to the surface,
with an initial slant close to tan (90º), a small rotation induces very
little slant change. Thus, by keeping the angular velocity constant in
such a condition and with a small rotation angle, we can produce a
nearly constant def. Conversely, if the angular velocity varies, then
the def will also vary. On the other hand, when the axis of rotation is
almost parallel to the surface, with an initial slant close to tan (90º),
a small rotation induces a very large slant change. Thus, if the 3-D an-
gular velocity is constant in such a condition, the def will still vary;
but the def can also be kept constant if the 3-D angular velocity
varies in such a way that the product of ωand σ is kept constant.

In the Cvel /Cdef condition (Figure 7a), the axis of rotation was al-
most perpendicular to the planar surface. In this way, a 6º rotation
produced a negligible change of the slant of the surface. Therefore,
def was nearly constant since the 3-D angular velocity was constant
(see Equation 2). The def varied over the course of the display by
0.3%, 0.7%, and 0.5% in the slowest, medium, and fastest angular
velocity conditions, respectively. The projected 2-D velocity of
each dot was also nearly constant during the time course of a stimulus
display, varying by 0.5%, 0.3%, and 0.5% in the three angular ve-
locity conditions.

In the Vvel/Cdef condition (Figure 7b), the axis of rotation was
contained in the planar surface. A 5.6º rotation produced a large
change of the slant of the surface, but we compensated for the slant
variation with a variation of the 3-D angular velocity in order to keep
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the product of the two constant. Therefore, def was constant. The pro-
jected 2-D velocity of each dot varied during the time course of a
stimulus display by 494%, 499%, and 494% in the three angular ve-
locity conditions. The 3-D angular velocity varied by 472%, 478%,
and 483% in the same conditions.

In the Cvel/Vdef condition (Figure 7c), the axis of rotation again
was contained in the planar surface. In this way, a 6º rotation pro-
duced a large change of the slant of the surface. Therefore, def was
variable since the slant was variable. The def values varied by 622%,
628%, and 630% in the slowest, medium, and fastest angular veloc-
ity conditions, respectively. The projected 2-D velocity of each dot,
however, was very nearly constant, never varying more than 0.9%.

In the Vvel/Vdef condition (Figure 7d), the axis of rotation again
was almost perpendicular to the planar surface. In this way, a 5.8º
rotation produced a negligible change of the slant of the surface.
But since the 3-D angular velocity was variable, def was also variable.
The projected 2-D velocity of each dot was also variable in this con-
dition. The 3-D angular velocity varied by 667%, 710%, and 721%,
the def values varied by 664%, 704%, and 718%, and the 2-D veloc-
ity varied by 587%, 646%, and 684% in the slowest, medium, and
fastest 3-D angular velocity conditions, respectively.

In the variable angular velocity conditions, the total amount of ro-
tation was not the same as in the constant angular velocity conditions
because of the necessary manipulations to control def. In Figures 8,
9, and 10 are shown the 3-D angular velocity, def, and 2-D velocity
for each stimulus type for each frame transition in the 0.044 rad/sec
condition. The 2-D velocity plot indicates the ratio between the 2-D
velocity of a dot in a frame transition and its minimum 2-D velocity
in a frame transition across the whole stimulus sequence. We used
this measure since the absolute magnitude of 2-D velocity is dif-
ferent for each dot of a display, but this ratio is the same for all dots
in each frame transition. Since the simulated angle of rotation was
very small in all conditions, when the 3-D angular velocity was con-
stant, the 2-D projected velocity was nearly constant for each dot over
the course of a display.  Conversely, when the 3-D angular velocity
was variable, the 2-D projected velocity for each dot was also vari-
able over the course of a display.

Each stimulus display had 40, 60, or 80 frames. Varying the num-
ber of frames while keeping the magnitude of rotation constant var-
ied the average angular velocity for a display: 0.044, 0.029, and
0.022 rad/sec in the 40-, 60-, and 80-frame conditions, respectively. 

Procedure. The procedure and instructions were the same as in
Experiment 1. 

Results
The mean number of times (out of 10 repetitions) that

the subjects reported a varying angular velocity in each
condition is shown in Figure 11. Overall, the mean percent
correct across conditions was 61.7%.

A 3 (mean angular velocity: 0.044, 0.029, 0.022 rad/
sec) � 2 (def: constant, varying) � 2 (angular velocity
variation: constant, varying) within-subjects ANOVA was
run on the arcsine-transformed frequency data. The effect
of def was significant and accounted for the highest pro-
portion of variance [F(1,17) = 122.25, p � .001, ω2 = .64].
When def varied, the frequency of reporting a varying an-
gular velocity was significantly higher (76.3%) than when
def was constant (20.8%).

The effect of 3-D angular velocity was also significant,
though it accounted for a negligible portion of the variance
[F(1,17) = 19.19, p � .001, ω2 = .02]. The frequency of
reporting a varying angular velocity was higher when an-
gular velocity did vary (53%) than when angular velocity
was constant (44%). The effect of the mean angular ve-
locity was not significant [F(2,34) � 1.0]. 

The interaction between def and velocity was signifi-
cant [F(1,17) = 8.29, p � .01, ω2 = .02]. As can be seen
in Figure 11, the effect of velocity was greater when def
was constant; when def was varying, the subjects nearly
always reported a varying angular velocity, whether or

Figure 7. Orientation of the simulated planar surfaces relative to the
axis of rotation in each condition of Experiment 2.



not the velocity was actually varying. The interaction be-
tween def and the mean angular velocity was also signifi-
cant, though it accounted for a negligible portion of the
variance [F(2,34) = 5.03, p � .05, ω2 = .004]. As mean
angular velocity decreased, the difference between the
effects of constant and varying def became more pro-
nounced: At 0.044 rad/sec, in the constant def condition,
the mean frequency of reporting varying angular velocity
was 25%, and in the variable def condition, the mean fre-
quency was 73%. At 0.022 rad/sec, the mean frequencies
were 18% and 78%, respectively. 

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 tend to support the predic-

tions of Equation 5: Under certain conditions, the ob-
servers reported a varying angular velocity when the an-
gular velocity Ω was constant and, under other conditions,
when Ω varied. When def was constant, the observers were
more likely to report a varying angular velocity correctly,
but they were unable to distinguish constant from varying
angular velocity when def was varying. When def varied,
the observers reported a varying angular velocity on ap-
proximately 76% of the trials, though the angular velocity
was varying on only half of the trials. Thus the observers
tended to perceive a varying angular velocity when def var-
ied, but not necessarily when angular velocity varied.

Similarly, the reports of varying angular velocity were
not primarily determined by the 2-D velocities: The 2-D
velocities of each dot were nearly constant over the course
of a display when 3-D angular velocity was constant, and
they varied when 3-D angular velocity varied. It is possi-
ble that when def was constant, either the variation in 2-D
velocity or the variation in 3-D velocity allowed the ob-
servers to report a varying angular velocity more correctly.
The effect was small, however, and accounted for only 2%
of the total variance.

In conclusion, in Experiment 2, the angular velocity
and the def information were decoupled, and the observers’
reports of perceived variable angular velocity were pre-
dicted for the most part by def. An effect of varying the 3-

D angular velocity was found when def was constant, but
it was very small relative to the effect of def. These results
were obtained for rotations about a rotation axis in the
image plane. The heuristic derivation of 3-D angular ve-
locity described by Equation 5 was formulated to take into
account generic rotation axes. Experiment 3 tested the
model in the more generic case.

EXPERIMENT 3

In the heuristic derivation of 3-D angular velocity de-
scribed by Equation 5, perceived 3-D angular velocity is
a function both of def and of ρ, the component of image
velocity around the line of sight. In Experiments 1 and 2,
only def was varied, as ρ was kept constant at zero. In Ex-
periment 3, in one condition, ρ was constant but nonzero,
and, in another condition, it varied over the course of a
display. If def is held constant while ρ is varied, a varying
angular velocity should still be perceived. 

Although Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that vary-
ing def can cause a varying angular velocity to be per-
ceived, the amount of def variation was not systematically
manipulated. If the perceived angular velocity is a mo-
notonically increasing function of def as assumed in the
model, then increasing the def variation should increase
the tendency to report a varying angular velocity. Simi-
larly, increasing the variation in ρ should increase the
tendency to report a varying angular velocity. To test this
prediction, in Experiment 3, the ratio of maximum to min-
imum def within a display could be one of three values ρ
was held constant, or the ratio of maximum to minimum
ρ within a display could be one of three values and def was
held constant.

Method
Subjects. Six University of Trieste undergraduates participated

in this experiment. All of them were naive to the purpose of the ex-
periment, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and volun-
teered their time. 

Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1.
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Figure 8. The 3-D angular velocity for each condition of the
0.044 rad/sec stimulus sequence of Experiment 2.  

Figure 9. The def values for each condition of the 0.044 rad/sec
stimulus sequence of Experiment 2.
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Vdef /Cvel

Vdef /Vvel
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Design. We used two combinations of angular velocity and def, and
three possible ratios between the maximum and minimum values of
either 3-D angular velocity or def in a display. The two combinations
of angular velocity and def were constant angular velocity/variable def
(Cvel/Vdef) and variable angular velocity/constant def (Vvel/Cdef). 

If 3-D angular velocity remained constant in a display, the ratios
between the maximum and minimum def could be 3, 5, or 7. In the
same way, if def remained constant, the ratios between the maxi-
mum and minimum 3-D angular velocity could be 3, 5, or 7. Each
subject viewed 80 presentations in random order of the six condi-
tions. Twelve additional trials were presented at the beginning of
each experimental session for practice.

Stimuli. The stimuli were 40 high-luminance dots moving on a
low-luminance background. The motions of the dots simulated 
an orthographic projection of a planar surface undergoing 3-D os-
cillation. Twenty-five possible axes of rotations were chosen from
34 generated using the same procedure as Braunstein, Hoffman,
and Pollick (1990): 34 points were chosen evenly spaced on the 
surface of a sphere, and the axes of rotation were defined by connecting
each of these points to the center of the sphere. Of the 34 axes gen-
erated this way, 9 were almost in the image plane (their slants were
larger than 81º), and they were discarded. The slant of the remain-
ing axes ranged from 45º to 81º, and their tilt varied between 0º and
180º.

Each stimulus display simulated a rotation about an axis con-
tained in the simulated surface. The dots were randomly distributed
with uniform probability density over the projection plane (not
evenly distributed over the simulated surfaces). Dot density was
manipulated as before to keep the number of dots constant in each
frame of the stimulus display. Each stimulus display was contained
within a circular “window” with a diameter of 2º of visual angle.  

Two variables were manipulated: angular velocity and def. For
each trial, they could either remain constant or vary. Two stimulus
conditions were defined: constant angular velocity/variable def (de-
noted Cvel/Vdef ) and variable angular velocity/constant def (denoted
Vvel/Cdef).

In the Cvel/Vdef condition, on each trial, one axis of rotation was
chosen randomly from the previously defined set of axes. The pla-
nar surface was oriented parallel to the axis and with an initial slant
equal to 1 [tan (45º)]. Each stimulus display was made up of 20
frames. The angle of rotation for each frame transition was com-
puted using an iterative procedure so that the angular velocity was
constant but the def of the last frame transition was 3, 5, or 7 times
larger than the def of the first frame transition. After the frame tran-

sition in which def was maximum, the screen was blackened for
200 msec. The display was repeated until the subjects provided their
judgments. Angular velocity took on the values of 0.569, 0.628, and
0.648 rad/sec for the simulated def ratios of 3, 5, and 7, respectively.

In the Vvel/Cdef condition, the orientation of the axis of rotation
on each trial was determined by randomly choosing one axis from
the previously defined set. In each trial, the planar surface was ro-
tated around the axis to have an initial slant equal to 1 [tan (45º)].
To obtain a constant value of def, the increment in the angle of ro-
tation for each frame transition was the following:

(6)

where σaxis is the slant of the axis of rotation, ∆ t is the temporal du-
ration of a frame transition, and σsurface is the slant of the simulated
surface. In each stimulus display, the slant of the simulated surfaces
increased monotonically during the rotation. In the last frame tran-
sition, ∆α took on a value that was 3, 5, or 7 times larger than the ∆α
of the first frame transition. This procedure produced a different
number of frame transitions in different stimulus displays depend-
ing on the orientation of the axis of rotation. The ratios between the
maximum and minimum simulated 3-D angular velocities took on
the values of 3, 5, or 7. Consequently, the ratios between the maxi-
mum and minimum values of ρ took on the same values. After the
frame transition in which the simulated 3-D velocity was maximum,
the screen was blackened for 200 msec. The display was repeated
until the subjects provided their judgments. In each display, def took
on the values of 0.8 rad/sec for the simulated 3-D angular velocity
ratios of 3, 5, and 7.

The average magnitude of def for each frame transition over 240
stimuli for the ratios between maximum and minimum def of 3, 5,
and 7 in the Cvel/Vdef condition is shown in Figure 12. The average
magnitude of ρ for each frame transition over 240 stimuli for the ra-
tios between maximum and minimum ρ of 3, 5, and 7 in the Vvel/Cdef
condition is shown in Figure 13.  

Procedure. The procedure and instructions were the same as in
Experiment 1, except that the trials were broken up into a total of
four sessions of equal length.

Results
The mean number of times (out of 80) that the sub-

jects reported a varying angular velocity in each condition

∆ ∆α
σ σ

= def t

surface cos( )
,

axis

Figure 10. Ratio between the 2-D velocity of a point in each
frame transition and its minimum 2-D velocity over the course of
a display for each condition of the 0.044 rad/sec stimulus se-
quence of Experiment 2. 

Figure 11. The mean number of trials (out of 10 possible) in
which the observers reported a varying angular velocity in each
condition of Experiment 2. Vertical bars represent one standard
error.
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is shown in Figure 14. On the average, the subjects were
33% correct (significantly less than chance1), reporting
a varying angular velocity on 65% of the trials in which
angular velocity was constant and only on 31% of the tri-
als in which angular velocity varied. 

The effect of maximum to minimum def ratio was ex-
amined by performing a within-subjects ANOVA on the
arcsine-transformed frequency data in the Cvel/Vdef con-
dition [F(2,10) = 83.96, p � .05, ω2 = .89]. Planned
comparisons revealed significant differences between
the smallest ratio condition and the next larger ratio con-
dition [F(1,5) = 64.64, p � .05] and between the two
largest ratio conditions [F(1,5) = 17.26, p � .05]. 

The effect of maximum to minimum velocity ratio was
examined by performing a within-subjects ANOVA on
the Vvel/Cdef condition. The effect of velocity ratio was not
significant [F(2,10) = 1.83, n.s.].

Discussion
The results confirm the findings of Experiments 1 and

2, in that perceiving a varying 3-D angular velocity de-
pends more on the variation in def than on whether the
simulated 3-D angular velocity is actually varying. The
observers’ reports of a varying angular velocity when def
varied were in a ratio of 2 to 1 with their reports of such
a percept when def was constant but angular velocity var-
ied. Thus, even when the axis of rotation is not in the
image plane, but is more generically positioned, observers’
perceptions of a constant or varying 3-D angular velocity
depend on whether def is constant or varying. Moreover,
we found that the increase of both the ratios of maximum
to minimum def and the ratios of maximum to minimum
ρ increased the tendency of reporting a varying angular
velocity, even though the effect of the variation in ρ did
not reach significance.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The heuristic model described by Equation 5 predicts
that the perception of 3-D angular velocity will not be
veridical. Specifically, perceived 3-D angular velocity
from optic flow will be an increasing function of the def
component of the optic flow and the component of an-
gular velocity around the line of sight. The predictions of
this model were supported by the experimental results.
In Experiment 1, increasing the range of def variation in-
creased the tendency to report a varying angular veloc-
ity, even though the actual range of angular velocity vari-
ation was unchanged. In Experiment 2, the tendency to
report a varying angular velocity was much less when
def was constant than when def varied. When def varied,
the tendency to report a varying angular velocity was very
strong and was essentially unaffected by whether the
simulated 3-D angular velocity varied or not. In Experi-
ment 3, increasing the range of def variation while holding
angular velocity constant increased the tendency to report
a varying angular velocity.

The model also predicts that a variation in ρ will lead to
variation in the perceived 3-D angular velocity. In Exper-
iment 3, the variation in ρ produced by varying the 3-D
angular velocity around an axis not in the image plane did
affect the tendency to report a varying angular velocity.
This effect was not as large as the effect of def even though
the ratio of maximum to minimum ρ when ρ varied was
the same as the ratio of def variation when def varied. Pos-
sibly the visual system might be more sensitive to def than
to ρ, however, and this warrants further research.

There was a small effect of the simulated 3-D angular
velocity found in Experiment 2: When def was constant,
varying the 3-D angular velocity did increase the ten-
dency to report a perceived varying 3-D angular velocity.

Figure 12. The def values for each ratio between maximum and
minimum def in the constant angular velocity/variable def condi-
tion of Experiment 3, over a full display cycle.

Figure 13. The ρ values for each ratio between maximum and
minimum 3-D angular velocity in the variable angular veloc-
ity/constant def condition of Experiment 3, over a full display
cycle.

defmax/defmin = 3
defmax/defmin = 5
defmax/defmin = 7
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On the average, however, a constant angular velocity was
reported on more than 60% of the trials in which angu-
lar velocity varied while def was constant, and a variable
angular velocity was reported on more than 75% of the
trials in which angular velocity was constant while def
varied. Within the present stimulus parameters, this ar-
gues for a primary effect of def on 3-D perceived angular
velocity, rather than the simulated 3-D angular velocity
as has been claimed previously (Kaiser & Calderone,
1991; Petersik, 1991).

The tendency to report a varying 3-D angular velocity
did not seem to be affected by variations in the 2-D veloc-
ities of the dots in the display. In Experiment 2, the 2-D
velocity varied with the simulated angular velocity, but
the variation in def had the greatest effect on whether the
3-D perceived angular velocity varied. Even though the
ratio of maximum to minimum 2-D velocity of a dot over
the display could be as high as 5.8, when def was constant,
3-D angular velocity tended to be perceived as constant.

Def has been shown to affect several aspects of per-
ceived structure from optic flow. The influence of def on
the perception of rigidity in SFM displays has been stud-
ied by Domini et al. (1997). Moreover, Caudek and Do-
mini (1998) studied the influence of def on the percep-
tion of the orientation of the axis of rotation. In both
studies, they found that, in general, the perceptual judg-
ments were not influenced by the simulated 3-D stimu-
lus properties but depended mainly on the manipulation
of def. The findings of these studies parallel the findings
here, in that the ability to detect a varying 3-D angular ve-
locity can depend on the variability of the median def.

The heuristic model of Equation 5 has been tested in
these experiments using stimuli with only optic flow in-
formation about the angular velocity. Other sources of
information about the angular velocity can exist: In par-
ticular, the results of Experiment 1 show that the effects
of def can be overcome in part by texture and boundary in-
formation, which are in themselves sources of informa-

tion about the 3-D angular velocity (Cortese & Andersen,
1991). The extent to which these and other factors and
the def information interact is an issue for future research.

In summary, perceived 3-D angular velocity is not
veridical, as predicted by Domini et al. (1997): 3-D an-
gular velocity can be perceived to vary or to be constant
somewhat independently of the simulated angular veloc-
ity, if the def and ρ variation is large or small, respectively.
This argues against the notion that the human visual sys-
tem uses an assumption of rotation at a constant angular
velocity to recover structure within a mathematically cor-
rect analysis of the stimulus information, and it argues for
a heuristic analysis based on the first-order optic flow. 
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NOTE

1. The experimental data were analyzed by means of a signal detec-
tion paradigm, considering the “varying angular velocity” trials as sig-
nal trials. A d ′ measure was computed for each observer. The signifi-
cance of d ′ was calculated by using Marascuilo’s (1970) one-signal
significance test. The results of this analysis revealed that all six d ′s
were significantly less than zero. 

APPENDIX
Influence of Size and Angular Velocity
on Median def of Random Dot Spheres

Stimuli similar to those of Kaiser and Calderone (1991) and Pe-
tersik (1991) were simulated under a perspective projection to de-

termine their median def. Kaiser and Calderone and Petersik sim-
ulated the perspective projection of rotating random-dot spheres.
For Kaiser and Calderone, the standard sphere had a diameter of
4.5º of visual angle, was made up of 400 points, and was rotated
at 2.5º/frame. For Petersik, the standard sphere had a diameter of
11.2º of visual angle, was made up of 50 dots, and was rotated at
3º/frame. For Kaiser and Calderone and for Petersik, the dots were
positioned either inside the spheres or on their surfaces.

To verify that median def is affected by angular velocity and
not by the size of the sphere, we ran a computer simulation on
a set of nine spheres made up of 50 randomly placed dots. The
dots were positioned within the volume of the spheres. The sim-
ulated diameters were equal to 5º, 10º, or 15º of visual angle.
For rotations of 2º, 4º, or 6º, we calculated the median def of all
the triplets of dots. The results of this simulation clearly indi-
cate that median def increases with the increase of the angle of
rotation (see Figure A1). The size of the sphere also slightly in-
fluenced median def, but this effect was negligible relative to
the effect of the angle of rotation. 

A second simulation was run to verify whether the same pat-
tern of results can also be obtained for orthographic projec-
tions. The stimulus parameters were identical to those of the
former simulation. The results were very similar to those ob-
tained under a perspective projection: The size of the sphere
did not have as much of an effect on median def as did angular
velocity (see Figure A1).

Figure A1. Median def as a function of 3-D angular velocity for spheres with different diameters. Perspective projec-
tion (left panel) and orthographic projection (right panel).
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